
2 (Large) 1/2 (Small)Enemy: Great Threat Enemy: Good Hitter

Weight Weight

Stress Stress

Role Role

Fair (+2) Good (+3)

Fair (+2) Fair (+2)

Mediocre (+0) Mediocre (+0)

Great (+4) Mediocre (+0)

Average (+1) Fair (+2)

Average (+1) Good (+3)

I Must Protect My Clutchmates I Must Remain Out of Sight

Large Reptilian Humanoid Small Reptilian Humanoid

Massive Spiked Club Snake Tooth Barbed Javelins

Armored Hide: Because I’m covered in thick scales and plates, I suffer 
2 less stress from physical attacks. (If this reduces the stress from an 
attack to 0 or less stress, my attacker gains a boost as if the attack 
was a tie.)

Death Trap Jaws: Because I can lock my teeth like a vice around 
my prey, whenever I Forcefully create an advantage representing me 
restraining an opponent with my jaws, such as Chomped!, Grappled, or 
Immobilized, I also inflict +1 stress on that opponent.

Chameleon Scales: Because I can change the color of my scales to 
blend in with my surroundings, I get +2 to Sneakily create advantages 
representing me hiding in a natural environment, such as Camouflaged, 
Concealed, or Virtually Undetectable. I also get +2 to Sneakily oppose 
being spotted.

Patient Hunter: Because I wait motionless for the perfect opportunity 
to strike, whenever I invoke an aspect related to me being concealed 
or my opponent being unaware of my presence, I deal +2 stress on a 
tied or better Careful attack. (I do not also gain a boost on a tie this way.)

Lizardfolk Brute Lizardfolk Ambusher

MONSTER MONSTER

Aspects AspectsApproaches Approaches

Stunts Stunts

Consequences Consequences

Careful Careful

Clever Clever

Flashy Flashy

Forceful Forceful

Quick Quick

Sneaky Sneaky
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Fair (+2)

Mediocre (+0)

Savage Lizardfolk Warrior

Lizardfolk Warrior

MONSTER

Aspects Approaches
Forceful

Others
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1 (Medium) Enemy: Great Boss

Weight

Stress

Role

Great (+4)

Good (+3)

Average (+1)

Great (+4)

Fair (+2)

Fair (+2)

I Must Maintain My Clutch’s Respect

Medium Reptilian Humanoid

Cold-Blooded Calculator

Thick Scaly Hide

Obsidian Edged Cudgel

Aura of Menace: Because I exude such menace, whenever I Forcefully create an 
advantage on an opponent representing their fear and hesitation, I may use my 
free invoke to redirect their action from me to another target of their choice in 
my zone.

Killing Blow: Because I know the best foe is a dead foe, once per scene, when I 
force an opponent to take a consequence from a Forceful physical attack, I may 
spend a fate point to increase that consequence’s severity.

Overwhelming Force: Because I always keep more warriors hidden out of sight, 
once per scene I may spend a fate point to bring one Lizardfolk Brute, two  
Lizardfolk Ambushers, or four Lizardfolk Warriors into the scene.

Lizardfolk Matriarch

MONSTER

Aspects Approaches

Stunts

Consequences

Careful

Clever

Flashy

Forceful

Quick

Sneaky
To treat multiple Lizardfolk Warriors as a single character, increase their 
Forceful approach by +1 for every two warriors in the group (to a  
maximum of +4), and arrange all of their stress boxes into a single track.

NOTES

1 (Medium) Enemy: Fair Filler

WEIGHT StressROLE

Constraint: Countdown

Lizardfolk are known to train fearsome beasts, particularly of the reptile 
variety, to act as guards and protectors of their clutch. Through musical, 
vocal, or even magical means, these animal allies can be called upon for aid 
in times of need. Many an opponent has believed they had the upped hand 
against lizardfolk, only to be trampled by a stampeding herd of thunder 
lizards, or crushed between the jaws of a monstrous crocodile.

Summon the Scaled Beast!

Countdown:    
Trigger (first box): A lizardfolk warrior begins the call for animal aid.
Trigger: An exchange elapses without the call being interrupted.
Outcome: A particularly dangerous animal appears to aid the lizardfolk. 
(Either use the stats for an appropriate animal, such as a T. Rex, or 
treat the creature as a Good (+3) Giant Dinosaur, Weapon: 4 hazard.)
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2 (Large) 1/2 (Small)Enemy: Great Threat Enemy: Good Hitter

Weight WeightRole Role

Great (+4): Physique

Good (+3): Athletics, Fight

Fair (+2): Deceive, Notice, 
Will

Good (+3): Stealth

Fair (+2): Athletics, Shoot

Average (+1): Deceive, 
Investigate, Notice

I Must I Must Remain Out of Sight

Large Reptilian Humanoid Small Reptilian Humanoid

Massive Spiked Club Snake Toothed Barbed Javelins

Armored Hide: Because I’m covered in thick scales and plates, I suffer 
2 less stress from physical attacks. (If this reduces the stress from an 
attack to 0 or less stress, my attacker gains a boost as if the attack 
was a tie.)

Death Trap Jaws: Because I can lock my teeth like a vice around my 
prey, whenever I use Physique to create an advantage representing me 
restraining an opponent with my jaws, such as Chomped!, Grappled, or 
Immobilized, I also inflict +1 stress on that opponent.

Chameleon Scales: Because I can change the color of my scales to blend 
in with my surroundings, I get +2 to Stealth to create an advantage 
representing me hiding in a natural environment, such as Camouflaged, 
Concealed, or Virtually Undetectable. I also get +2 to Stealth to oppose 
being spotted.

Patient Hunter: Because I wait motionless for the perfect opportunity 
to strike, whenever I invoke an aspect representing me being concealed 
or my opponent being unaware of my presence, I deal +2 stress on a 
tied or better Shoot attack. (I do not also gain a boost on a tie.)

Lizardfolk Brute Skink Ambusher

MONSTER MONSTER

Aspects AspectsSkills Skills

Stunts Stunts
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Fair (+2): Fight

Mediocre (+0): All others

Savage Lizardfolk Warrior

Lizardfolk Warrior

MONSTER

Aspects Skills
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1 (Medium) Enemy: Great Boss

Weight Role

I Must Maintain My Clutch’s Respect

Medium Reptilian Humanoid

Cold-Blooded Calculator

Thick Scaly Hide

Obsidian Edged Cudgel

Aura of Menace: Because I exude such menace, whenever I use Provoke to  
create an advantage on an opponent representing their fear and hesitation, I may 
use my free invoke to redirect their action from me to another target of their 
choice in my zone.

Killing Blow: Because I know the best foe is a dead foe, once per scene, when I 
force an opponent to take a consequence from a Fight attack, I may spend a fate 
point to increase that consequence’s severity.

Overwhelming Force: Because I always keep more warriors hidden out of sight, 
once per scene I may spend a fate point to bring one Lizardfolk Brute, two  
Lizardfolk Ambushers, or four Lizardfolk Warriors into the scene.

Lizardfolk Matriarch

MONSTER

Aspects

StuntsTo treat multiple Lizardfolk Warriors as a single character, increase their 
Fight skill by +1 for every two warriors in the group (to a maximum of 
+4), and arrange all of their stress boxes into a single track.

NOTES

1 (Medium) Enemy: Fair Filler

WEIGHT StressROLE

Great (+4): Notice, Provoke

Good (+3): Fight, Physique, 
Will

Fair (+2): Athletics, 
Deceive, Shoot, Stealth

Average (+1): All others

Skills

PHYSICAL
MENTAL

Stress Consequences

Constraint: Countdown

Lizardfolk are known to train fearsome beasts, particularly of the reptile 
variety, to act as guards and protectors of their clutch. Through musical, 
vocal, or even magical means, these animal allies can be called upon for aid 
in times of need. Many an opponent has believed they had the upped hand 
against lizardfolk, only to be trampled by a stampeding herd of thunder 
lizards, or crushed between the jaws of a monstrous crocodile.

Summon the Scaled Beast!

Countdown:    
Trigger (first box): A lizardfolk warrior begins the call for animal aid.
Trigger: An exchange elapses without the call being interrupted.
Outcome: A particularly dangerous animal appears to aid the lizardfolk. 
(Either use the stats for an appropriate animal, such as a T. Rex, or 
treat the creature as a Good (+3) Giant Dinosaur, Weapon: 4 hazard.)
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